INTERSTATE SINGLE-POINT
WATERING SYSTEM
®

FASTER

SAFER

EASIER

BETTER

Reduce filling time by 90%
Water from a single source

INNOVATIVE

Keep battery area safe and clean
CLIP-IN BASE
Installation is fast
and easy with no
twisting to lock in
place.

Improve battery life and performance
ELECTROLYTE
LEVEL
INDICATOR
EYE

Visible from top side

SOLID ONE PIECE
FLOAT

Acid, temperature
and impact resistant;
solid construction cannot
absorb water.

FASTER With the Interstate single-point system, there’s no more opening vent caps manually and filling each cell individually. Instead,
each battery is equipped with a series of interconnected valves.

EASIER Water flows through a single connection, filling each cell accurately and efficiently in less than 30 seconds. An electrolyte level
indicator gives a visual indication that the cells are filled after watering.

SAFER Keeping vent caps closed prevents damage to floors and equipment. The valve also includes a flame arrestor that prevents
sparks from entering the battery through the vent ports.*

BETTER Our system prevents harmful corrosion buildup on batteries, prolonging battery life when refilled accurately and consistently.
It works on nearly every make and model of golf car batteries on the market.

THESE SYSTEMS SUIT MANY APPLICATIONS:
GOLF • GSE AIRLINE TUGS • SWEEPER SCRUBBERS • ZAMBONIS • RVS • BOATS • WALKIE/HAND TRUCKS

Direct Fill Link
The direct fill link reduces pressure
down to 10 psi and will handle
incoming pressure up to 100 psi.
The pressure-sensitive handle
operates like a watering gun. The
flow indicator is encased in PVC pipe,
making it extremely durable. One
required per facility.

Aqua Sub Jr.™
The Aqua Sub Jr. is lightweight and
durable! Great for small and medium
jobs, the two-wheeled configuration
handles like a piece of luggage. It
rolls easily and its flexibility makes it
easy to maneuver. The Aqua Sub Jr.
is easy to transport and there are no
power cords to trip over. The direct
fill link on the hose delivers the right
amount of pressure required to
fill the watering systems quickly
and efficiently.

i-Lite™
The technologically advanced i-Lite
Sensor improved battery maintenance
by alerting operators with the
brightest LED visual indication when
it is time to water the batteries. If the
indication is ignored, the sensor can
tell the operator how long the battery
went without water. This unique
feature is only available with the
i-Lite Sensor.

Manual Fill Gun
Manual fill gun with 5/8" nozzle,
fits most industrial batteries. Easily
and safely water batteries without
an automatic watering system,
connect the manual watering gun to a
standard hose or deionizer, place the
tip of the gun into the battery cell and
squeeze the trigger. The auto shut-off
feature makes watering batteries
faster and improves filling accuracy
with less mess.

Gravity Fill Systems
Ideal for filling a number of batteries
when a water source is not available.
Available in 2.5-gallon and 5-gallon
capacity.

Deionizer Systems
Our deionizer system safely and
inexpensively removes harmful
impurities from the water.

Manual Hand Pump
Ideal for one to two single-point
watering system setups. Place the
tube in a jug of distilled water to
gently fill batteries. The process is
steady, safe and precise.

44mm Valve
G1200B-GLFBCTB
G1800B-GLFBCTB
G2400B-GLFBCTB
37mm Valve
K1200B-GLFBCTBY
K1800B-GLFBCTBY
K2400B-GLFBCTBY

FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY

Our warranty is second to none. If our valve is the cause of a battery failure, we will repair or replace the battery at no cost to you. We will also replace
the failed watering system injector. No other water system provider offers a warranty as comprehensive.
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